
Th ose who invest in growth 
strive for the smartest solution.
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For 30 years, Rabensteiner has developed  
creative and customized products. Customers 
from many European countries have trusted us. 
Good relationships with our customers have  
always been our number one priority, because 
their satisfaction is most important. Respect  
and commitment are the basis for the good  
partnerships that we have established with  
our customers for many years. These are the  
underlying values of our company, making us 
your reliable partner.

Klaus Wierer
CEO Rabensteiner Ltd.

Karl-Georg Bärlin
CEO Rabensteiner Ltd. Esslingen a. N.
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The decade-long experience of our traditional company is the basis for  
our personalized and qualified project development. During the planning  
and implementation phases, we work with extensive know-how in order 
to conciliate all customer expectations. You will already feel well-attended 
prior to the first consulting session because we take care of all your  
requirements.

For f lourishing growth.
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A Rabensteiner garden center is an exceptional place: your customers 
will go on an exciting excursion in this flourishing and abundant plant 
life. We help you set up the plant wonders in a sophisticated way in  
order to turn the visit of your garden center into an impressive event. 

The wellness factor.
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The perfect garden center.
No matter how you look at our services - the result will convince you. The 
special Rabensteiner garden centers skillfully combine functionality and 
ambience. They are places with a special flair.
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A Rabensteiner greenhouse hosts flourishing life - literally. It fulfills all 
preconditions for healthy plant development, and our comprehensive  
service will substantially contribute to your company’s success.   

Ideal preconditions.
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A wonderful feeling.
Our customers are happy because we offer them assistance from the very 
beginning. Trust and reliability strengthen the roots of our partnerships. 
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Many hands work together during planning and construction of a  
Rabensteiner project. The perfectly skilled team always develops new 
and innovative projects for our customers. It assists in the processes of 
design, manufacturing and assembly and is a competent partner in all 
project phases. This is how the Rabensteiner turnkey greenhouse can 
develop step by step.

In safe hands.
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The greenhouse specialist.
A strong result: no matter if your project is big or small, a Rabensteiner 
greenhouse is always a rentable product. Invest with us in flourishing 
growth.



Italy 
Rabensteiner Ltd. 
Via Julius Durst 88  
39042 Bressanone 
Tel. +39 0472 272 900  
Fax +39 0472 833 733
info@rabensteiner.eu

www.rabensteiner.eu

Germany 
Rabensteiner Ltd. 
Röntgenstraße 14/1  
73730 Esslingen am Neckar 
Tel. +49 (0) 711 28460 - 0 
Fax +49 (0) 711 28460 - 200
info@rabensteiner.eu
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